
DREAM SHOT
OOnepilot's search for the ultimate single

BY TIMOTHY J. KURCZ

Hundreds of hours in rented Skyhawks only two years of ownership, life's path dictated
gradually built my desire for a more its sale .• It didn't take long before my family
capable machine, free from scheduling and I realized how greatly we missed the adven

challenges. I wanted something complex, yet ture and flexibility of travel afforded by private
affordable-perhaps with a nostalgic twist. aircraft ownership. We also missed regular
Aftera long search, my dream was fulfilled with exposure to our friends and activities in the air
thepurchase ofa gorgeous, polished aluminum port environment. We were determined to
1949Ryan Navion.Though only 205 horsepow- reenter the aviation community; the only ques
er,N4927Koffered acceptable speed, delightful tion remaining was when. Sooner than expect
handling, and stunning short-field ability. My ed, careers and finances realigned to the posi
wifeand children especially enjoyed its stabili- tive, and my wife and I recommitted our family
ty,roominess, and panoramic view.Sadly,after to an aviation- based lifestyle. With that
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The Mooney Eagle was the least expensive in its class and was very fast and
fitel efficient. The author's research also showed that he could expect good ser

vice and ease in obtaining parts from the dealer. His offhand comment was,
"awesome speed and efficiency."

decision being made, the much-antici
pated question evolved: Which aircraft
should we now purchase?

While the Navion offered excellent

value in a complex high-performance
aircraft, the continual maintenance
required for this (or any other) 50-year
old machine made it more like a pet.
Fortunately for us, ownership was made

I gave up my

preconceived notions
and decided to

evaluate each

manufacturer's offerings

apples-to-apples to
determine what would

be best for us.

easy with assistance from John Larsen, a
local Navion expert. Under his tutelage,
we learned to appreciate the money/
time trade-off. Understanding that our
next aircraft was to be used primarily
for business transportation, reliability
would be critical. Two things were cer
tain: We were in the enviable position of
being able to purchase new, but there
would be serious financial implications
to that decision.

Like most pilots, my aircraft knowl
edge was based largely on ramp appeal
and often-boastful hangar talk. Though
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I'd been exposed to a few
high-performance sin
gles, my sights were set
on the Bellanca Super
Viking for its blend of
raw power and crisp han
dling. Concerned that we
make the most of our

nearly half-million-dollar
purchase, however, I
decided to undertake a
research effort to ratio
nalize my selection. Dis
cussions began with Liz
Myer, the experienced
New Hudson, Michigan,
airport manager and
maintenance inspector
whose service-history
judgments helped to sep
arate fact from fiction.

Our meetings proved
that parts support is crit
ical to maintainability of
any aircraft and brand
familiarity is helpful in
the event off-field service

is needed. Taking stock in
her advice, I gave up my
preconceived notions and decided to
evaluate each manufacturer's offerings
apples-to-apples to determine which
would be best for us.

Published high-performance single
engine reviews proved that each model
demonstrates its own idiosyncrasies
and performance envelope. Direct
comparison was not easy, however,
as reviews are sometimes measured

and / or reported in different formats,
often with a marketing spin. To compli
cate matters, each type is fitted with
myriad avionics and options. Despite
my experience, I couldn't discern exact
ly what we needed. The question of mis
sion was asked of me early in the hunt
by Jeff Anastas, an energetic sales repre
sentative from Raytheon Aircraft. Point
ing out the broad range of the A36



The Bonanza (bottom left) proved to be the most expensive in its class and the
most thirsty. It was a solid performer, however. The Mooney Ovation2
(above) was the fastest in its class and was very responsive and stable.

Bonanza's capabilities, he suggested
that my family carefully consider what
we intended to do with the aircraft. Tak

ing his suggestion to heart, I carefully
developed a list of questions to create a
mission profile. Our family's mission
profile (defined) is the combination of
the speed, range, load-carrying, and
flight capabilities necessary to operate
from the airfields that we intend to fre-

quent. It does not
address avionics options,
as they are ancillary to
that purpose. Logic fur
ther dictated that appli
cation of the "80/20" rule

to our profile should lead
to the purchase of an air
craft able to complete
most of our missions
most of the time.

Here's how our profile
evolved:

Do we frequent grass
strips? Is short-field
capability important?
Somewhat, as a few of
our aviation friends are

hangared at short grass
strips. To a certain
extent, I also equate
short-field landing per
formance with safety in
an emergency.

How many and how
big are the people we
intend to seat? What is

our typical payload? As a
family, we expect to
transport up to four at a

time, the possible exception being a 75
lb. Labrador retriever. Thankfully, we are
smallish people. For business, I'll carry
one or two larger passengers, plus bag
gage. The combined total in either case
is approximately a nO-lb. payload.

What type of baggage or cargo do we
intend to transport? Though an early
consideration, we nixed the idea of a
skitube, as most resorts stock the latest

and greatest. There is no need to lug
around all that stuff. So, short of the
retriever, standard luggage will do.

What is the range and duration of
our flights? This is a tough one. While
range varies, bladder duration is about
three hours, regardless. Thus, three
hours with IFR reserves became my 80
percent target.

Is speed or fuel efficiency important?
It's my opinion that more speed is bet
ter, though I'd rather not flog an engine
to get performance, unless I have a
headwind.

Finally, weather flying: Is ice protec
tion important? For Great Lakes pilots
like me, winter means ice. While avoid
ance sounds easy, it generally doesn't
work. Inevitably, I'm stuck in a hold or
at the minimum altitude inbound when

accumulation begins. A TKS anti-ice
system pumps an alcohol-based fluid
through tiny holes in leading-edge sur
faces to prevent ice buildup. While the
thought of shelling out 50 grand for
known-ice TKS seemed high, Mark
Woods of Northern Mooney convinced
me otherwise. He pointed out that it's
only 10 to 15 percent of the price of a
new aircraft and allows much safer

year-round use. I agreed with Woods'
assertion that TKS weeping wing tech
nology greatly increases confidence
associated with climbs and descents

through weather in colder climates.
Mission profile defined, I could now

easily choose aircraft performance
attributes necessary to support it. The
only remaining barrier was the need
to rank each of the selected attributes
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Category) Aircraft

I

Mooney Ovation M20R·1I
~gine

TCM 10550-G5--- -HorseRower 280 @ 2500
TBO

2,OQO~- ~Reller McCaule}' 2-bl.
Max rate of climb @ gross sea level/20°C

1,250 fp~
Max rate of climb @ gross 5,000'/20°C

890 fp~
Max rate of climb @ gross 10,000'/0°C

650f~
Service ceiling

-20,000 msl

Cruise @ 75%
192 @ 16 ~h/8,OOO @ wide-open throttle/2,500

Cruise @ 65%
- --179 @ 12.2gfJh!8,000 @ 2,500

Cruise @ 55%
158 @ 9.7gRh/l 0,000 @ 2,400

Crosswind capabil~y-

13 kt

Takeoffover 50' @ grosssealevel/20°C/zerowind
2,600 ft

_ La~di~g(~r ~Q'_@?grosssealevel/20°C/zerowind

2,500 ft @ 3,200 Ib

Takeoffover~Q' @ gr~)~2,000nO°C/zero wind
__ 1,000 ft

Landing over 50' @ gross2,000'/20°C/zero wind

2,800 ft @ 3,200 Ib

Gear~x~~ns!()n speed

140 kt- -
-

.£kIR extension sReed 110 kt

Stall speed cruise config. _

66 kt

Stall speed landing config.

59 kt

G-Ioad cru ise config.

+3.8/-1.5
G-Ioad landing config.

+ 2.0/-0.0
Max takeoff weight

3,368 Ib (3,200 Ib landing)

..l:!:1P..!}' weight w/IFR eq.
-2,361 Ib well-eCj~R~

Usable fuel
89~

_Th.E:oretic,!.!.riJ.!.lg~@75%

5.5hrs/l045nm

IFR range @ 75%/720 Ib pavload (.75 hr res.)

2.8 hr/552 nm (@ 192 kt)

IFR range @ 55%/720 Ib p~}'load (.75 hr res.)

5.1 hr/805 nm (@158 kt)
Useful load

1,065 Ib well-equir:>Red
Fuel weight w/full fuel

534 Ib

~Ioad w/full fuel

531 Ib

720 Ib ~y-Ioad fuel/range available

345 Ib/57.5 ga1/3.6 hr/682 nm (gross)

440 Ib p~yload fuel/~~nge available

625 Ib/89 ga1/5.5hr/l,045 nm(+90 Ib=gross)
270 Ib pavload fuel/range available

7951b/89 gal/5.5 hr/l,045 nm(+261Ib=gross)
Fuel cost/economy @ 75%/100 hr ($2.50/gal)

$4,020/12.0 nrnRg ($.209/nm)
Baggagecapacity max.

120lb

. Power loading Ib/hR @ max
12.1 Ib/hp_

Wing loading
19.3 Ib/sglL

Limitations
Normal category, da~g~

Tannis heater
STC

J£!3.JJrice w/dual Garmin 430s, HSI, Autopilot

$419,000

~arranty- coverage
24 mo airframe (24 mo/720 hr engine)

Maintenance coverage Downside comments
Not a short-field aircraft, firm handling

3,200 Ib landing weight limitationShort/stiff landing,gear; limited rough fieldUpside comments

Fastest in class, fuel efficient

Great range @ light/mid-weightsResponsive (if firm) handling, very stableNo cowl flaps, speed brakes excellentPush Pull tube controls, improved serviceabilityDual batteries, elec. stby. vacuum standardGear shock disks maintenance freeGood dealer Rarts/service networkStall characteristics
Well-defined stall buffet, gentle break

Offhand comment
Awesome climb, speed, and efficiency

Technical comment
Book cruise performance at all weights

Electromechanical gear & flapsOver-gross gear insp. pilot responsibilityGear doors may be lost in very rough fieldsNarrow post in center of windscreen1,350 rpm downwind taxi propeller limitation
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to be cross-referenced with available

aircraft data. Originally, I thought that
only a few hours of research would arm
me with the knowledge needed to rec
ognize value in the attributes critical
to our profile. However, the complexity
of features, performance, measurement
methods, airframes, and avionics
options quickly proved otherwise.
Fortunately, my intense personal inter
est, a background in statistics, and years
of computer experience made develop
ment of electronic tools possible for
this process.

This search was limited to current

production, naturally aspirated, high-

Examination of

subjective detail was

necessary; I conducted

a thorough preflight

examination and flight
test of each aircraft to

provide information not

necessarily found in

the printed material.

performance, retractable-gear, single
engine aircraft with factory-installed
options, available for purchase in the
United States. The list included the
Mooney Eagle and Ovation2, Bellanca
Super Viking, Commander 1I5B, New
Piper Saratoga II HP, Socata Trinidad
2000 GT (see "Top-of-the-Line Trini
dad," p. 60), and Beech A36 Bonanza.
Parameters thus defined, I reviewed
current pilot's operating handbooks to
validate data. Ambiguous information
was reconciled with the help of factory
representatives for each make and
model. I then uploaded all data into a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to make an
accurate comparison.

Raw numbers don't tell the whole

story, however. Examination of subjec
tive detail was necessary to further vali
date the information. Thus, I conducted
a thorough preflight examination and
flight test of each aircraft to provide
information not necessarily found in

The author created a spreadsheet detailing
the performance and cost of each of the seven
aircraft researched. Data for only one aircraft
is shown here. The complete spreadsheet can

be found on AOPA Online.



my mission into three basic decision
making categories:

Objective measurement: How many
seats? How much useful load? Speed?
Range? Efficiency? Short- and soft-field
capability? Dealer parts and service net
work? Airworthiness directive history?

Subjective measurement: How does it
handle? Is it comfortable? What kind of

ramp appeal does it have? Will it suit my
all-important egocentric mission
regardless of performance? Safety
record? Ease of maintenance? Dealer or

FBO relationship?

the printed material. Standard and
high-performance departures, landings,
and maneuvers-including approach
and departure stalls-were conducted
in each type.

Factory tours of Mooney, The New
Piper, and Raytheon were also taken to
better understand engineering priori
ties, assembly processes, quality con
trols, and aircraft manufacturing
quirks, to form the comparison. Note
that as the learning process evolved, I
found it helpful to organize perfor
mance attributes and their effect upon

Something for Nothing
No, it isn't free. But the NavAlert II requires nothing from

your precious panel space, and brings ILS backup and

critical GPS information right where you need it - to the

center of your instrument scan.

The NavAlert II is a small, bright display that fits right

between your AI and your HSI or DG. It's easy to read under

all lighting conditions, and takes up zero panel space.

Reduce your IFR workload with three powerful functions, all

built into one lightweight unit:

GPS Data Display Your GPS has a lot to tell you. Why

banish it to the radio stack? The NavAlert II repeats

information from your panel-mounted GPS, such as ground

track, groundspeed, and distance to waypoint. The data is

always available, even if the GPS is in some other mode.

And regardless of the type of approach you're flying, the

NavAlert II's GPS ground track display lets you correct for

crosswinds before the CD! even moves.

ILS Backup Don't trust your ILS approach to sticky

mechanical needles or a blank EFIS screen! The NavAlert II

connects directly to your LOC/GS receiver and can display

vertical and horizontal deviation bars. It runs in parallel

with your existing NAV display, providing a terrific backup.

Altitude Alerter Enter a preselected altitude, and the

NavAlert II will send distinctive tones into your audio panel

to indicate a level-off alert, altitude deviation, and even a

GEAR reminder!

With its single control knob and crisp, clear display, the

NavAlert II is easy to learn and simple to use. Stack the

odds in your favor - make the NavAlert II the center of your
instrument scan!

DlJLa~~[JIs]
instruments incorporated

7000 Carroll Avenue, Suite 200, Takoma Park, Maryland 20912 USA
301.891.0600 fax 301.891.0666 www.icarusinstruments.com
info@icarusinstruments.com

GPS Displays

Distance to Waypoint

Time to Waypoint
Ground Track

Ground Speed

Current Waypoint ID
Track Error with Arrow
GPS CDI (O.3nm and 1.0nm)

GPS Rlens

Waypoint Update
1 minute to waypoint

Altitude Alerter
Level alert
Climb alert

Descend alert
Gear alert
Backup altimeter

Backup HSI Displays

Ground track can be displayed in the left
window as a backup to the gyro compass.

Optional Backup VOR/lOC/GS displays the
CD!across all four characters as a vertical bar.

The Glide Slope display uses the two outer
characters as horizontal wrs. A TofFrom flag
is also displayed in VQRmode. loss of signal
causes the respective display to disappear.

Financial analysis: How much does it
cost? What is the warranty coverage?
What is the short- and long-term mar
ket value? How should I finance it?

Should I incorporate? Can I write off
business use? Do I want a partner? What
are the annual operation, maintenance,
and insurance costs?

While this immense assembly of data
made comparison possible, it still was

The Socata Trinidad 2000 GT climbs enthusi

astically, and its trailing link gear smooths
every landing.

WRITE IN NO. 544 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Insurance not available in Quebec. By statute. telephone quotes are unavailable to British Columbia residents.
Residents 01 this province may request a quote application form by calling the number listed.

Call Avemco first ... and insurance
will be the last thing on your mind.

A SUBSIDIARY OF HCC I:-;SURASCE HOWISGS, Isc. ~

800-276-5213

CAviMCO·
INSURANCE COMPANY

craft, new or used. For turbocharged pis
tons, pressurized cabins, twins, or jets, you
need only to carefully qualify, rank, and
enter complete data for any class of air
craft to make the selection process work.)

Given an objective set of mission
based priority selections. one aircraft
may quickly emerge among the competi
tors. Using another set of selections. the
aircraft might be so close that additional
research is necessary. For example: IFR
range at a given payload depends entire
ly upon the power settings and density
altitude. Given the broad range of perfor-

Flexible coverage. Outstanding customer
service. And a rock-solid reputation
since 1961. Just a few reasons why
Avemco is the best value in ;\\;ation

insurance. Call us today and fly with
confidence!

When you call Avemco, the "oice you
hear belongs to someone who under
stands your priorities. Chances are,
you'll be speaking to a fellow pilot who
will provide the aviation coverage you
need - often within 5 to 10 minutes - so

you can return to the joy and freedom
of the sky!

Whether you're a renter, buyer, builder,
student or pro, Avemco's premium
aviation insurance can be customized to

suit your aircraft and the way you fly.
From our customers, we've earned a

stellar reputation. And we\'e earned an
A+ (superior) rating from A.M. Best,
and an AA (very strong) rating from
Standard & Poor's.

aopa.orgl membersl filesl pilot 12000 1
comparisonOOIO.html) and you can
adjust the weighting of the various
attributes to see which of these aircraft

fit your mission profile. The interactive
comparator shows an aircraft's capabili
ties relative to those of the others for

each attribute category. As expected,
each aircraft demonstrates its own com

promise of strengths and weaknesses.
Because of space limitations, it is not

possible to publish the full spreadsheet,
but a sample is on p. 70. (Note: This evalu
ation process applies to any type of air-

The Bellanca Super Viking offered great
handling, climb performance, and was the

most ftlll to fly.

not easy. Therefore, I decided to rank
each aircraft relative to the others in

what I call my Dream Shot electronic
comparator. Eleven top-down priority
forced rank numbers (II = high, I = low)
are applied to the attributes, then
summed to form a numerical compari
son. In case the results surprise you, the
data matrix can be reviewed cell by cell
for detail on AOPA Online (www.
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mance envelopes available among target
aircraft, if IFR range is critical to your
mission, a deeper comparison should be
made. In the end, your purchase deci
sion might ultimately depend upon a
purely subjective rating.

Whichever the case, development
and use of this tool eliminated the

guesswork in my decision-making
process. It made possible the ability to
simultaneously evaluate competing air
craft against each other and our family
mission profile. My wife and I were able

We were able to

narrow our focus

based on the

research,

methodology,

and tools developed

during our process.

to narrow our focus based on the

research, methodology, and tools devel
oped during this process. An unexpect
ed surprise: My dream shot turned out
to be an entirely different aircraft than I
had originally selected. While the Super
Viking is still my pick for outstanding
flight characteristics, I ultimately select
ed a Mooney because its blend of capa
bilities better suited our family mission
profile. This was the result of my deci
sion to review all aircraft, as my previ
ous experience with Mooney's older
products was not good. Had it not been
for Woods' patient salesmanship,
Mooney design improvements, and
known-ice capability, another aircraft
would have held favor. Note that our

decision isn't quite complete yet, as my
wife's favorite is the A36. If only the
Bonanza had factory-available TKS.

Development of the Dream Shot com
parator was a challenging. yet rewarding
project. In the end, I believe it will provide
us with the best airplane fit for our family.
And when an airplane fits your mission
and your expectations, it's always much
easier to make it fit into your budget. 0

•...• Links to the electronic comparatorU and a spreadsheet on the compar
ison aircraft may be found on AOPA
Online (www.aopa.org/pilotJ/i'nks.
shtml). Timothy]. Kurcz, AOPA 821020. is a
1,ODD-hour lFR pilot based at Oakland
Southwest Airport in New Hudson,
Michigan.
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